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Di n osaur Stakeout
By Judith Silverthorne

Coteau Books. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Dinosaur Stakeout, Judith
Silverthorne, Following the adventures of Dinosaur Hideout and Dinosaur Breakout, twelve-year-old
Daniel Bingham once again travels back to the time of dinosaurs to learn more about the
prehistoric creatures he loves. This time he has an unexpected companion. In Dinosaur Hideout,
Daniel and his neighbour, Ole Pederson, made a brilliant discovery: the fossil remains of a dinosaur,
an Edmontosaurus they called Roxanne. In Dinosaur Breakout, Daniel had an even more amazing
adventure. He learned the secret of time travel to the world of dinosaurs: Triceratops,
Brontosaurus, Tyrannosaurus Rex, and a world of giant redwoods and dragonflies a metre wide.
Now, in Dinosaur Stakeout, Daniel decides to travel to the past one more time. He wants to find out
if a dying female dinosaur he saw on his last trip is Roxanne. Once again Daniel encounters the
dangers of prehistoric times and the struggle to return home. A glossary of names and technical
terms and a book list that kids can use to expand their knowledge of dinosaurs.
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Reviews
Very useful to all of class of people. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know that this is
actually the best book i have read in my personal daily life and can be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Gwen Schultz
The ideal publication i ever read through. It is writter in simple words and never hard to understand. Your daily life span is going to be convert once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Ta nner Willms PhD
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